Children’s author/illustrator duo
Matthew Swanson and Robbi Behr
(that’s us!) will spend the 2022-2023
school year:
• crisscrossing the United States in a school bus/tiny
home with our four kids
• visiting underserved elementary schools in all 50
states (plus DC)
• giving away 25,000 free hardcover books to students
and teachers from low-income communities

OUR GOALS
• e mpower reading, creativity, and collaboration in the schools we visit
• increase awareness of the challenges faced by America’s public schools
• c onduct a major research study with Washington College to measure the impact of author/
illustrator visits (filling a key gap in the research on this topic)
WHY WE’RE DOING THIS
Author/illustrator school visits do tremendous good—promoting reading
and energizing communities—but many public schools can’t afford them. By
visiting Title I schools in every state and highlighting the stories of heroic public
educators working wonders with limited resources, we hope to build awareness
of the challenges facing America’s public schools while bringing books and
goodwill to communities across the country. We are both products of
Title I elementary schools. Our kids go to Title I schools. This is personal for us.
HOW WE GOT THE IDEA
In 2019, we received an unsolicited, no-strings-attached $30,000 grant and were told to use it to “do
something awesome.” We had already been doing free author/illustrator visits and book giveaways in our
local communities, but the grant inspired us to try the idea on a national scale.
HOW WE CHOSE THE SCHOOLS WE’RE VISITING
We’ve partnered with the incredible nonprofit First Book to select schools
from their membership—prioritizing communities where our books and programming would make the biggest impact and selecting schools from the widest
range of sizes, settings, and demographic profiles.

THE BOOKS WE’RE GIVING AWAY
The pre-K-1st graders will get Everywhere,Wonder, a picture
book about observation and storytelling. The 2nd-5th graders will get Ben Yokoyama and the Cookie of Doom, an illustrated
middle grade novel about figuring out what’s most important and
living one’s life to the fullest.
Learn more about these books and the related assemblies.
EXPANDING THE TOUR’S IMPACT
In addition to the 25,000 copies of our own books we’ll be giving away, a partnership with
Build-A-Bear Foundation and First Book will bring 125,000 more free books by other
authors to Title I students and educators across the country.
AN UNPRECEDENTED RESEARCH PROJECT
Our tour creates an opportunity for the first-ever, large scale study
of how author/illustrator visits impact elementary student attitudes about
literacy and creativity—filling a critical gap in the research on this topic.
The data could provide a powerful tool for funding and facilitating future
literacy programming. The study is being conducted by the departments of
education and sociology at Washington College. Contact the research team.
OUR INCREDIBLE PARTNERS
The Tour would not be possible without logistical and networking support from First Book and fiscal
sponsorship from Kent Cultural Alliance. Its scope will be dramatically expanded by our research partnership with Washington College and a generous book donation from our publisher Random House.
HOW WE’RE PAYING FOR THIS
The Tour is being funded by grassroots contributions from nearly 1,000 individuals. Contributions
are welcome via our GoFundMe page or our partner nonprofit Kent Cultural Alliance (tax-deductible at
$100 and above).
HOME SWEET SCHOOL BUS
Our 24-foot Thomas school bus/tiny home has galley kitchen, rooftop pop-up bedroom for the kids,
and no toilet (because there simply isn’t room). Matthew will drive. Robbi will navigate. The kids will
never, ever ask if we’re there yet.

OUR LONG AND WINDING ROUTE
We plotted a course with the weather in mind.
This link is worth a thousand words.
bit.ly/BoBMap

OUR GREAT ADVENTURE
At every step, we’ll be documenting our travels via daily
photos, essays, sketches, and videos. To join the adventure, follow
us on Instagram, Facebook,YouTube, or the tour blog.
VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP
We invite teachers and librarians to follow our tour to take students on a
virtual field trip of America’s unsung wonders and off-the-beaten path communities.
• Matthew will share photos and daily essays about our travels.
• Robbi will post sketches of the people we meet and the places we see.
• Our daughter Alden will make videos that offer the kid perspective.
• We’ll host weekly livestreams to report on our adventures and answer
questions.

WHO WE ARE
Matthew Swanson and Robbi Behr are author
and illustrator of the critically acclaimed Cookie
Chronicles series, The Real McCoys trilogy, and the
picture books Sunrise Summer, Babies Ruin Everything,
and Everywhere,Wonder. When not advocating for local
schools, giving talks on creative entrepreneurship, or
running a summer salmon fishing operation on the
Alaskan tundra, we live in an old barn on the Eastern
Shore of Maryland—making books and raising our
four kids. More about our books.
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FOR MORE (AND MORE DE

VISIT OUR FAQ

LINKS AND EQUITY
Email us:
info@busloadofbooks.com

GoFundMe page:
Busload of Books

Media Inquiries:
busloadofbooks.com/inquiries/

Tour logo, photos, and artwork:
bit.ly/RMBusTourImages

Tour Website/Blog:
busloadofbooks.com

Follow our adventure on social media:
Instagram: @robbi.and.matthew
Facebook: Robbi and Matthew
YouTube: Robbi & Matthew

Robbi & Matthew Website:
robbiandmatthew.com

Tour hashtag: #busloadofbooks

